SOLID (Available in Santos Mahogany,
Cumaru, Ipe, Peruvian Acacia Natural,
Peruvian Acacia Walnut, and Sucupira)

ENGINEERED (Available in Peruvian
Acacia Natural, and Peruvian Acacia
Walnut)

Specifications (Subject to change):

Specifications (Subject to change):

Board Length: 12” – 52”

Board Length:

Board Width:

Board Width:

3 3/4”

12” – 72”
4 3/4”

Board Thickness: ¾”

Board Thickness: 9/16”

Bevelled Edge / Micro Bevel

Bevelled Edge / Micro Bevel

Sq/Ft per carton:

Sq/Ft per carton: 22.06 sq/ft

25.77 sq/ft

Limited Warranty 25 Year Wear

Limited Warranty 25 Year Wear

Applications: Nail down

Applications: Staple down, glue down,
or Float

Finish: 10 layers of Aluminum Oxide
Satin Finish
Grade: Natural – All Species are subject
to significant color variation.
The beauty of real wood floors is that no
two pieces are the same.

Finish: 10 layers of Aluminum Oxide
Satin Finish
Grade: Natural – All Species are subject
to significant color variation.
The beauty of real wood floors is that
no two pieces are the same.

Exclusive Species Available to the RIO COLLECTION
Santos Mahogany
The color ranges from rich salmon to reddish purple. With a particularly lustrous wavy
grain this wood adds a beautiful dynamic to any floor. Santos mahogany has an excellent
durability rating.
Cumuru
This wonderful wood is also known as Brazilian Teak. This beautiful floor varies from
warm brown to light yellow in color with flecks of tannish gold. The species is very hard
and durable and brings the warmth of the exotic tropics into your home.
Ipe
Color varies with yellowish tans, also olive brown with lighter or darker streaks. Striking
color throughout dominates this wood. Also known as Brazilian Walnut this wood has a
straight to irregular grain. Tough and resilient, this is a very strong wood which works
well in today’s busy home.
Peruvian Acacia
This wood matures to deep brown reddish tones. A yellow fleck is visible, adding a
unique depth to the floor. The wood has a fine texture with striking color variation.
An extremely hard durable wood, transforming your floor with its deep rich exotic
warmth.
Peruvian Acacia with Walnut Stain
Peruvian Acacia with a walnut stain is a color that suites today’s contemporary design.
The stain gives the Acacia a more consistent appearance, but still allows the natural wood
grain to show through. This floor is very rich and elegant, suitable for any room in the
home.
Sucupira
Also known as Brazilian Walnut, Sucupira is the newest addition to the Rio Collection this species is hard to ignore! Sucupira’s natural brown and golden color tones make this
wood attractive to all types of interior design. The grain is very linear with the
occasional swirl, which truly accentuates the beauty of this marvelous exotic species.

